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Chapter 1: 
Introduction 
One of the main objectives of iaternicdiate energy nuclear i)liy.si(s has 
been the study of nuck^ar matter density distribution, with cnipluusis on 
tlie use of a strongly interacting jirolx^ to determine the neutron density 
distribution: cliarge density distribution has been precisely determincxi from 
election Rcatterin)', ex|ierini('nts. For such studies, scatt(>rinj', exjxM inuMits 
with proton as probes have been extensively investigated (see, eg.,rers. 1-3), 
and the information about the matter density distribution is largely derived 
through a nhcrosc(jpic; description of the Glluaber formalisml'l which relates 
the hadron-micleon ami)litude to the hadron-nucleus one in a mathematically 
tractable way. Thus it is clear that the accuracy of the nuclear density does 
not only depend on the validity of the reaction mechanism used, but also 
on the accuracy of hadrou-imcleou amplitude. Due to these limitations, it 
becomes necessary to probe the nuclei with different projectiles and see if the 
situation could be better understood in terms of similar microscopic details 
of target nuclei within the framework of the same reaction mechanism. 
The success of the Gluaber nuiltiple scattering theory in describing hadron-
nucleus scattering at medium and high energies has naturally led to its gcn-
(ualizatiou to nucleus-nucleus sca.ttering''^''''' in tlu; corresponding energy do-
main. It turns out that whereas the extension of the theory to nucleus-nucleus 
sc'ittcring is str.'uglitforw.'ud, tlic cv.'ilii.-ition of fnll multiple scii,tt(Minj", S<M ics, 
in this case, is beset with serious computational difficulties'^'^'. Therefore, 
scvcr.'il .•i.])pr()xini;i.ti()n schcnnvs li.ivc been proixwcd to evaluate tlie (Ilanher 
multiple scattering amplitude to analyze the available experimental data 
(eg.Ref,8). However, these approximate methods are of limited usefulness 
as they do not shed enough light on the working of the theory and, generally 
speaking, give good results only up to moderate nionieutuni transfers. 
However, there is one situation when the full multiple scattering series 
lor uudeiis-uiic.leus sc;att(!iiiig can he (ivaluatcd analytically without recouise 
to any approximation, though the final expressions, in general, are rather 
cumlxusome. This happens when tlui NN amplitude is of the Gaussian form 
and the colliding nuclei are decribed in terms of the independent particle 
model with the Gaussian densities''"'. Using the Gaussian model for the 
densities of the colliding nuclei, Satta et al'^' have evaluated the full Glauber 
nmltiple scattering series for the ehistic scattering of a particles on '^He, -''He 
and ^H at the incident momentum of 7.0 Gev/c. They find that the full 
Glauber model calculation gives a good qualitative account of the data over 
the whole momentum transfer region which extends up to about 2 Gev/c, 
although strong qualitative disagreements with the data, especially in the 
large momentum transfer region, are present. 
Franco and Yin'^°' have studied in some detail the elastic scattering of a 
particles on "//e at 4.32, 5.07 and 7.0 Gev/c incident momenta and on ^He 
and "^H at 7.0 Gev/c. Using the Gaussian densities for the colliding nuclei 
(expcept for ^H), these authors evaluate the complete multiple scattering se-
ries and show that a phase variation of the NN amplitude leads to substantial 
improvement in the theoretical situation. 
It is generally known that even for light nuclei like ^He the single Gaussian 
model for the gromui stat(» (huisity is iii;ui(<(iuut<i (\sp(>eially in deseribiiig llu> 
response of the nucleus at large momentum transfers (eg,Ref.ll). It is of 
interest to carry out of a full Glauber model calculation using realistic ground 
state densities. Such a study will also be helpful in assessing the extent to 
which the phase variation of elementary NN amphtude is important. 
Usinani ot, al''" '^ h<iv(! calculaied the full Glaulxn- niultipk! sccitteriiig uui-
pUtude for the ola,stic scattering of n particles on '^Hc at 4.32, 5.07 and 
7.0 Gev/c incident a particle momenta using the Monte Carlo method for 
evaluating multidimensional integrals. It is found that the more realistic 
double-GJaussian model for the density brings theory closer to experiment as 
compared to the generally used single-Gaussian model at some momentum 
transfers. Their results with the double-Gaussian model and an acceptable 
set of NN parameters are in fairly good agreement with the experimental 
data at 4.32 and 5.07 GeV/c, but still large descrepancies exist at 7.0 GeV/c 
at all values of the momentum transfers. 
In another work, Usmani and Ahmad'^ ^^ have tested the convergence of 
the nucleus-nucleus Glauber multiple scattering series in the case of a — a 
collisions at 4.32 GeV/c. They found that the truncation of the Glauber 
series on the sixth term gives the same results as the full series for q'^ < 
0.5{GeV/cy. This shows that the convergence is not as rapid as to make it 
of much practical utility especially when the data covers a wider momentum 
transfer region. It is, thus, clear that in the case of nucleus-nucleus collisions 
covering moderately large momentum transfers, the correct procedure is to 
evaluate the full Glauber series rather than invoking approximation methods 
for the truncation of the series. However, if full Glauber series calculations 
fail in accouting the experimental data, as witnessed in ref^ ^^ ', one should 
look into the possible causes for such failures and see if the situation could 
be improved by some other considerations. 
In this work, we are interesred at 7.0 Gev/c incident momentum, as we 
have sullicieiit amount of data for the NN scattering observables at 1.75 
Gev/c, which is the required input for the a —a scattering calculation at 7.0 
Ccv/c. in this connection it will be interestingly to note that though Usniaui 
et al'^ 1^ have evaluated full Glauber amplitude by taking more realistic double 
Gaussian ground state densities of the colliding nuclei, but still the analysis 
suffers from the following weakness. Tlie aforesaid analysis uses the usual 
Gaussian parametrization for the NN amplitude, 
where a is the NN total cross-section, p is the ratio of the real to the imag-
inary parts of the forward NN amplitude and 0^ is the slope parameter. 
Unfortunately at incident momentum transfer under consideration the above 
form of the NN amphtude is unable to provide satisfactory explanation of 
the NN elastic scattering observables up to the available mometum transfer 
regions. Our interest, therefore, in this work would be to see howfar the a —Q 
elastic scattering data at 7.0 Gev/c are sensitive to the better choice of the 
NN amplitude which forms the basis of the Glauber model calculations. 
In a recent note, based on the work of Golovanova et al'"' and Antonov 
et al'^^'. Khan and Singh'* '^ have parametrized the (spin dependent) nucleon-
nucleon amphtude (NNA) which describes successfully the pp and pn elastic 
scattering data at ~1 Gev/c upto the available momentum transfer region. 
Using NNA as the elementary amplitude, calculations are performed for p-
'^He elastic scattering at ~1 Gev/c within the framework of Glauber model. 
It is found that the use of NNA provides a better description of the data 
as compared to the usualy parametrized one-term amplitude. In order to 
have a coherent description of proton-,a-micleus data, we propose to use the 
NNA for calculating the a - a scattering at 7.0 Gev/c. Our analysis is based 
upon the correlation expansion of the Glauber amplitude'^^', the first term 
of which corresponds to the well known optical-limit results of Czyz and 
Maximon'^1, while the others depend successively upon the two-,three-and 
many-body densities of the target nuclei. 
Our analysis also includes the realistic form factors of the colliding nu-
clei and the phase variation in the NN amphtude, which, following Franco 
aud Yin'"'l, can bo iatroduced by luulLiplyiug the NNA with a pluuse lac-
tor e"*'''' 1"^ and treating the 7 as a free parameter. Section 2 consist of the 
eikonol dscription or the Glauber model for nuclear scattering at medium 
and high energies. In this section, we firstpresent the description of high 
energy potential scattering to derive a simple expression for the elastic scat-
tering amphtude in terms of the interaction potential. This result will then 
be used to develop a microscopic description of the elastic scattering for 
nucleon-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus scattering. Chapter 3 reviews the cor-
relation expansion of the Glauber amplitude. In this work we limit ourselves 
only ui)to the two-body correlation tcn'ms with the aim of studying the ef-
fects of two-body correlations on nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate 
energies. The higher-order correlation terms, though expected to be impor-
tant, (IM(> I.O MK^  inv()lv('iM(>iit of inucli liigli(>r ordcn' .scutUning JUS comi)ar<ul to 
hadron-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies, aie not considered due to 
the complexity of the calculations. The results of the calculation for a - a 
elastic scattering at 7.0 Gev/c are presented and discussed in chapter 4. 
Chapter 2: 
Glauber's High Energy Collision 
Theory 
(a) High Energy approximat ion for the sca t te r ing by a s tat ic potem 
Let us start by assuming that the incident particles are scattered by a 
sliitic Ibrc.c! licikl whicii may \)v. iv,\nv.iicnU)d by a i>()Lcutial V(r'). Tlie oiuugy 
of the incident particle of mass m is taken to be 
E = ^ (2) 
where k denotes the momentum of the incident particle. The scattering 
l)r()l)](>iii iiiv()lv(\s l,]i(« solution of l.lu* Schrodingcn' (Miuutiou 
{A' + k') i>{f) = I ? V{r) ^(f) (3) 
subject to the boundary condition that the wavelength of the system •0(0 
behav(!S iusynipt,ot,ically Jia, 
r 
that is the sum of the incident plane wave and an outgoing spherical wave 
and ail outgoing spherical wave with scattering i{f)). It can be easily shown 
that the solution of equation (2) satisfying the jiropcr boundary condition 
(equation(3)) may be given as 
,/;(,•} -- r;'^ '"^ )^ '-^  -I- J a{r'- •/•') V (•/•') tlir') dr' (5) 
where 
^ / - -i\ -2m e*''ff-'r'l , , 
Now the scattering amplitude, which may be obtained from the asymptotic 
form of equation (5), for scattering from the direction fc to a direction k' is 
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given by 
/(A;*, k') = ^ J ^'^•' (^'^ 1 V'(0 dr (7) 
It is clear from equation (7) that tlie wavefunction V(f) is needed only in 
l,li(! region wluuc; V(7') / 0 in onU'x U) liuvt; an !ux;ura(,o evuluution of UK; 
scattering amplitude. 
W(! thus S(H! tliul. our si'iil,t(!ring probhun involves the solution ol' the 
Schrodinger equation in the non zero potential region. However, in general, 
tlu> Schrodinger (Hiuation can not be solvcul exactly by analytical method 
therefore some approximation method, is called for obtaining the scattering 
;uui)htu(Ie. 
In the following we give a brief account of an approximation method for 
solving the high energy scattering problem as developed by Glauber[4]. The 
method, as we shall see provides one to estimate correctly the intensity of a 
predominant part of the scattering. 
We initiate the discussion of the approximation method by writing the 
integral equation (G) for the scattering of a si)inless i)article from a static 
potential as 
Now if the energy E of the incident particle is very large as compared to the 
magnitude of the interacting potential V{r): ^ < < 1 and that the value of E 
is such that the associated wavelength is much smaller than the range of the 
potential a : ka >^1 then we are justified in assuming that backward scatter-
ing would be very small. Under such conditions we expect the wavefunction 
il){r) to be of the form 
V.(0 = c^' l/(r) (9) 
which is the product of the incident plane wave and a function V(f) which 
(hopefully) varies slowly over a particle wavelength. Substituting equation 
(9) in equation (8) wo obtain tlu^ following 
(^^ "^  = 1 - r r ^ / -—F—n— ^( '^) (^^ ') ^^ ' (^ o) 
47ra ^ |r — r I 
Defining a new position variable (/•") by 
T^' = f-r' (11) 
the above equation may be written as 
Now if we assume that the function V{r) and v{r) both vary slowly in a 
particle wavelength, the region in which the exponential osscilates rapidlly 
may bt; expected to reduce the contribution of the integral on the right 
hand side considerablly. If we consider points f which He within the volume 
occupied by the potential, the maximum contribution to the integral will 
come for values of r" lying close in direction to k, since for these values the 
exponential is nearlly constant. 
To be more explicit let us assume the fimctions V{f) and v{r) vary ap-
preciably only within a distance d. Pending a detailed discussion on d, we 
for the time being assume it to be much larger than A(= l/k). Integrating 
the right hand side of equation (12) over the angular variables by parts we 
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^;(f) = l -^ / ^ V{f-r") v{f-r") dr" (12) 
47rn J r" 
have 
y{f) = l + -^ I df" V{f-r")v{f-r") + 0 ( - ^ ) ' (13) 
where 
//, n>4hy') 
The terms neglected by the asymptotic approximation are, as indicated, of 
relutivf! ordor 1/kd. Tho limit //, — —1 corresponds to the i)oiuts r" antiijar-
allel to k. Since in this case the exponential varies rapidly the contribution 
of tlu! /i - I L(Uia is of" order l/kd uiid is thiuelore uogligbly small. As a 
first step, therefore, we are neglecting the backward scattering. We are left 
simply wil.h tlu; (.tuiii corn^spondiug to /•" purulhil to k, 
i r°° _ , - , - , 
v(f) = l-— J V{f- r") v(r- r") l^ ,,,^ . dr", (14) 
where v is the velocity of incident particle. 
The appearance of the above equation is somewhat simpler in cartesian 
coordinates. We choose the positive z-axis to lie in the direction of propaga-
tion k, tlins obtaining 
v{x, y, z) = 1 - — J V{x, y,z- z")v{x, y,z- z")dz" 
The solution to ociuation (15) is seen to bo 
v{x,y,z)^e ^ •'-«' ^ '•'' ' , (IG) 
so that the approximate wavefunction is 
xP{x,y,z) = e"''-^ ^-^""^^'-''^'^ ''', (17) 
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Recalling the scattering state boundary condition that at larger distances 
the wavefunction should consist of the incident plane wave and an outgoing 
spherical wave. We see that wavefunction (equation 18) is missing a good 
uiany of the things, e.g., a spherical outgoing wave. But it should be reniem-
berod that the arguments leading to equation (18) are intended to hold only 
within the volume occupied by the potential. The expression (18) therefore 
need not rejircscnt the wavefunction for larger distance. Fortunately, as is ev-
ident from equation (9), it is only necessary to know the wavefunction within 
the range of the potential in order to calculate the scattering amplitude. 
Before evaluating the scattering amplitude, it will be convenient to define 
certain coordinate vectors. Let k be the unit vector. 
\k\ = l 
pointing in the direction of the incident propagation k which, as before, will 
be taken to lie along the positive ic-axis. Then any position vector f may be 
resolved as 
r'-b-\kz, (18) 
where b is the impact vector lying in a plane perpendicular to k (Figure la). 
With this notation, the wavefunction ip{f) assumes the form 
i>{r^ = e '^ •'-°" , (19) 
Next substituting the above wavefunction into the cxi)rcssion (9) for the 
scattering amplitude, we obtain 
m k') = - ^ }e-'"'-' V{r)^''~^^ /-coni^'"'') ^^' dz S%, (20) 
where S^^'b denotes the integration over the plane of the impact vectors. The 
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above expression may be rewritten in the following form, 
47rh J 
(21) 
Now, energy conservataion requires. |A;'| = |^| so that for small scattering 
angles the vector {k-k') is nearly perpendicular to the beam direction k. In 
fact, the error of approximating the exponential exp[i(A; — k').kz] by unity is 
only of order (l-cos^ )A;d! ~ ^^kd where 0 is the scattering angle and d is the 
distance within which V and v vary appreciably. Further, the quantity ^^kd 
should be much smaller than unity i.e. 
O'^kd « 1. 
With this simplification, the z integration is simply that of an exact differ-
ential and leads to 
/(fc,k') = A j^-a^-i^'iJi L ^ n v m ^ ' w _ ij (^2)^  (22) 
This is the basic result for the elastic scattering amplitude of a spinless 
particle from a static potential V(f). 
For potentials with azimuthal synunetry we may further integrate the 
angular part in equation (23), the result is 
f{q) = ik r Jo{qb) fl - e^ '^ '^^ l^ 6 db. (23) 
Jo <• J 
where q — k — k' is the momentum transfer vector, JQ is the zeroth order 
Bessel function and 
is called the phase shift function. 
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The epression (22) and (23) for the sattering amphtude correspond, loosely 
speaking, to the use of the Fi'aunhofer diffraction theory in optics. It will be 
convenient to abbreviate these formulas by defining what is generally termed 
as the profile function. 
r(/7) - 1 - r'^<''^ (25) 
Then the scattering amplitude for the momentum transfer h{q) is just the 
two dimeusioual Fourier trauslbrui of r{b): 
m = '^ Ie-''~'m J'llb (26) 
The inverse Fourier transform of ecjuation (20) is 
r(6) = 2 ^ / e - ' " ' V ( 9 ' ) < i ^ V (27) 
where S'^^q' is the two dimensional element of integration in a plane perpen-
dicular to k. 
In the absence of any fundamental theory of particle interactions, the 
l)hjuse shift function x(i») and the ]nolilo function cannot in general be pre-
dicted: They are, in effect, no more than alternative way of writing the scat-
t(uiug auii)litudo. They can howovcu', bo vcuy us(;ful in treating scattering by 
may particle system. 
In deriving equation (20) it luis been assumed that the projectile follows 
the straight line trajectory along the incident direction. This introduces a 
kind of asynunetry between the incident momentum k and the final mo-
mentum A;'. A better description may be obtained by assuming that, in 
the interaction region, the projectile moves in the direction of the average 
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momentum k defined b figure (1) 
k = hk + k') (28) 
Naturally, for high energy small angle scattering (q/k) « 1) |^| w |fc'|. 
Next tlu! iiioiuoiil.uiii opcMutor p in llie wiwv. rnuel.iou is (!X])fiU(l<Hi nhoul, 
K and approximated as {h = 1) 
(p)- w 2.K.P- k'\ (29) 
Substituting the above; approximation for (p) in the wave equation, talcing 
the z-axis along k and proceeding as before, one obtains the same expression 
for /{(]) an give by eciiiation (2G) with the understanding that now the phase 
function x{b) as given by equation (24) is to be evaluated by integration 
along k. In the approach one need not invoke the approximation defined by 
equation (22). 
Before proceeding further it is instructive to establish correspondence 
between the approximate expression for f{q) as obtained above and the usual 
partial wave function for the scattering amplitude 
m = oT i;(2Z + 1) [l - e^ ^^ "^)] (30) 
/=o 
which is the same as equation (23). 
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(b) Nucleon-Nucleus Scattering 
In the previous section we have considered the problem of potential scat-
tering and obtained the basic result for the scattering amplitude. We now 
generahze the potential approach for a system of particles. Although, the 
present discussion is specialised to intermediate and high energy nucleon-
nucleus scattering, yet the method is quite general and can be profitably 
applied to other appropriate situation. For example, the method has been 
applied to study the scattering of an electron from an atom and has been 
found to be quite successful. 
Let us begin the discussion by considering collisions of the incident nu-
cleon with nuclei in terms of encounters with the constituents in the target 
and ignoring the spin and i-spin degrees of freedom of nucleons. The incident 
nucleon on entering the nucleus may collide with a single target nucloon, 
or with many in succession. The problem is complicated by the fact that 
the range of interaction of the incident particle with a nucleon may not. he. 
smaller than the distances which separates nucleons in the nucleus. It will 
often lin.pp(Mi, tli(>refc)r(\ tliut tlic^  iii(-i(i(Mit purtic^le iiitcnucts strongly with 
several nucleons at once. The general treatment of such problems by means 
of nmU,ii)l(> scattcning tlu>oiy is W(>11 known to ]n\ rather coniplicated. It. is at. 
this point that the use of diffraction theory leads to great simplification. 
In the (ihuneutary diflraction tluiory which we have described in the bust 
section, the phase shift brought about by a nucleon is the same as if the in-
teraction region surrounding it were a medium with an appropriately chosen 
complex refractive index: the interaction region absorbs, perhaps apprecia-
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bly, and refracts slightly as well. We may imagine then that, as in optics, 
when a wave passes through two or more such regions, the changes which 
take place in its amplitude are multiplicative. If that is true, then we need 
not know the detailed structure of the individual interaction; the total com-
plex phase shift of the incident wave is simply the sum of those produced by 
the individual nucleons. 
To be more specific, let us assume that a set of A nucleons occupy 
fixed positions si,S2, SA relative of the axis of collision.(The vectors 
S[,S2, SA are projections of the position vectors of nucleons on a plane 
perpendicular to k : (fig. lb). We write the phase shift of the wave after it 
has passed through the entire system UiJ Xvv('';*"i ^A) since it depends on 
the positions of the nucleons, as well as on 6. Our basic assimiption is that 
the total interaction Vyv(fi, '•2) between the projectile and the target 
nucleus is the sum of the individual interactions betweeen the projectile and 
th(> tiug(!t nucleons i.e. 
A 
VNiu, fA) = J2V{fi) (31) 
This leads to, 
where Xj i« the i)luuse shift function for the / ' ' target nucleon. 
If we define the profile function 
r;v(^;5i SA) = 1 - e^ >^ '^('^ '^ "i- ^"•^), (33) 
for the entire set of nucleons, then we see that composition law for the profile 
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function is 
A 
ryvl^'l-si s\) - 1 - 11 [l - i i ( ^ ' - ^})J (34) 
where F,- is the profile function for the / ' ' target nucleon. By expanding the 
jnoduct in equation (37), we obtain tlie sum 
TN{h\^, ^A) ---- Y.^j{i>- ^ ) - E ^'^A^- -})r , . ( /^- s.n) 
3 = 1 j<m 
A 
+ E Yi{b-Si)Vi{b-Sj)Tk{h-su)+ A terms. (35) 
t<j<A; 
This expansion plays quite a basic role in the multiple diffraction theory; the 
first term corresponds to the coherent scattering from A distinct nucleons, 
the second term describes the successive scattering from two nucleons, and 
so on and so forth. 
The target nucleons are, of course, not fixed but moving in the initial state 
of tlie nucleus they are more or less free to recoil. The dynamical behaviour 
of the nucleons may be taken into account if we assume that the energies 
trunsfcu'rcd in the ehistic collision processes are negligibly small, and that 
the initial nucleon velocities do not alter the basic interactions. With these 
iLssumiitions, it is not difficult to sliow''' tluit the amplitude for coflision in 
which the nucleus goes from an initial state \i) to a final state | / ) , is simply 
given by tfie matrix element of tlie function rj^{b;ti\ s'^) : 
^M'D - ^Jr''^'{f\r^(rr,s, SA)\i)d^'^h. (30) 
The function r/^(6; si SA) must be invariant under coordinate translations. 
Hence, if the states |i) and | / ) take proper account of the centre-of-mass mo-
tion of the nucleons, we will find that Ffi{q} contain a factor of three dimen-
sional delta function whicli expresses the conservation of total momentum. 
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The scattering amplitude which we measure is the factor which multipUes 
this delta function. It is easy to show that^ this scattering amphtude, let 
us call it Ffi{(f), takes the same form the expression Ffi(q} would take for 
scattering by a nuclear system whose centre-of-mass is constrained to remain 
fixed at the origin. 
Iff/); and (/)/ are tlu! iuLerual wavefuucl.ion of the nuclear system for the ini-
tial and final states respectively, then we may write the scattering amplitude 
Ffi((j) in the form 
FMg) = ^le'^~'<l>}i[fj\)rr,{b-S, SA)M[rjMjY:rj)UdK^d^'^b 
(37) 
in which the cUilta function oxpress(!s i!xi)licitly the constraint ui)on the nu-
clear centre-of -mass. If we express the function TN by means of the com-
posite law (37), we then have 
Ffiiq) = ^Ie^'^-'J<f>}{[rj]) [l - n/=i (l - Tjib- Sj))] 
><M[rm^E^^j)Ildr^^d^'^b (38) 
For innctical purposes it is convenient to express l')i{q) in terms of the bfisic 
NN amphtude fj{q). This can simply be achieved through equation (28). 
The result is 
FM = ^ .! e^'-'J m^^]) [i - n,- (i - ^ . f e-^ ^>(^ "-'^ )/,(^ ,)rf(2)^ ,); 
x0i([r;])5(^Eo)Il^^nd^'^^ (39) 
If we expand the product in its integxand and examine the successive terms 
which result, what we find is a species of multiple scattering expansion. 
It is worth noting, for example, that the same nucleon index never occurs 
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twice in any of the multiple scattering terms and that in a nucleus with A 
nucleons, one never has more than A-fold scattering. These simplifications 
are present because the scattering is implicitly assumed to take place mainly 
in the forward direction. 
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(c)Nucleus-NucIeus Elastic Scat ter ing 
The above discussion for nucleon-nucleus scattering can be generalized 
immediately to the case of the collison of two composite objects with A and 
B subunits (the variables are defined in Fig (1)). For this the total phase 
shift function XN is given by: 
Xiv = E E X{h-Si + S^). (40) 
Hence, the nucleus-nucleus profile function V^ takes the form: 
ryv(6) = 1 - e*^* ^J x(6--i+5-,) ^ ^ j ^ 
= 1 - n t i nf=i [l - Tijlfe - Si + s,], where r^j 
is the profile function for a pair of colliding substructures. 
Now consider the general case of elastic scattering of a projectile nucleus 
B on the target nucleus A where the nuclei arc described respectively by the 
ground-state wavefunctions ^0^ and IJ}Q. Applying the Gluaber model, the 
elastic scattering amplitude may be written as (e.g.C/y/ and Mixximou'''', 
Franco and Verma'^'). 
n ^ = ^ Jd'b e^P(^9.6) [l - (V'o^V'o )^|5|Vo^Vo )^] (42) 
where 
^(b) = n n [l - TiiCfc - sf + sf)] (43) 
i = l j = l 
where K is the incident momentum in the centre-of-mass (CM) system, q is 
the momentum transfer, A and B are the mass numbers of the target and 
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the projectile nuclei respectively, and Sj(sk) are the projections of the target 
—* 
(projccLilo) iiucluou courdiiiuLos on a jjlmio perpendicular to K. 
So far we have disregarded cosideration of coulomb scattering which is 
by no moans unimportant for charged inojoctilos like protons. It may be 
included in the calculation by cosidering the nucleus as a spherically sym-
metric charge distribution and adding the corresponding the phase function 
to the nuclear phase. The result for the elastic scattering amplitude may be 
expressed as 
Fooiq) = F,..{(r) + ik / dl>bMqb)e'^^'^'' 1 - ci'x.mSooib)] (44) 
with 
Fc{q) = -2r)k exp(i(f)c)/g'^ (45) 
Xpt = 2T)ln{kb) 
_ roo 
Xc{b) = 8TTV / dt fpch{t)ln 
Jb 
1 + (1 - byt^y/^ 
b/t - (1 - b'^/ey/'' , (46) 
in which 77 is the sommerfeld parameter, pch is the charge density of the 
nuclcMis, and 
(/i, = -2r/ \ln{q/2k) + 1^ + 2 ^^ 
Here 7 is the Euler's constant. 
tan 
r I 1 r I I 
(47) 
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As (Usciissod in Uio last chap(.(>r, the ohustic' scattoring nmplitudo for 
nucleus-nucleus collision is given by: 
To obtain tlio ronoliitinu (expansion for the olnstic scattering'; amplitude w(> 
follow the approach of Ahmad and Auger'^^', according to which the product 
in equation (43) may be. written in t,(>rnis of an (>flectiv(? profiU; function 7j^ : 
in the following manner: 
' 5 { ^ ' ) - ^ f l r i ( l - l ^ o o - r . , ) , (49) 
jij = roo{b)-r{b-Si + sj) (50) 
with 
roo(6) = / PAir)pB{f)r{b - Si + Sj)dr dr' (51) 
where PA and PB are the ground state densities of the target and projectile 
respectively. With this double product in equation (49) may be expanded as 
AB 
S(b) = Soib) + Y^Si{b) (52) 
/=i 
where 
5o(6) = (1 - roo)(^^^ (53) 
and 
Si{b) = ^ (1 - Tit' E E E 7n.i.7i.o. 7n.iJ (54) 
The primes on the summation signs indicate the restriction that two pairs 
of indices cannot be equal at the same time (for example, if ii = Z2 then 
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ji 7^  J2 a.iid vice versa). Substituting the expansion (52) in equation (48) 
one obtains the following expansion for the elastic scattering amphtude in 
ascending orders of the effective profile function: 
AB 
F{q)=^Foiq) + j:Fi(q) (55) 
1=2 
where 
Fo{q = ^ J exp{iq.b){l - Soib) S% (56) 
and 
Fi{q) = - ^ / exp{iq:b) {i^U^\St\^^i^^) d^'\ (57) 
The sum in equation (55) goes from 1=2 since 5i does not contribute to the 
elastic scattering. 
The first term Fo{q) in equation (55) corresponds to the optical-hmit 
result of Czyz and Maxiraont^ l and depends upon the intrinsic ground state 
densities of both the projectile and target. The other terms Fi{q), which 
are of the 1th order in the effective profile 7, involve the 1th body density of 
botli the target and the projectile nuclei. These may be regarded as providing 
corrections to the optical-limit calculation. More explicitly, the ground -state 
expectation value of 62 which gives F-^iq) is of the form 
^ ij i'j' 
(58) 
with Fij = r{b-Si + Sj). In terms of the ground-state densities (form factors) 
the above expression may be written as: 
- "-^  '' -- )f 
iKK\S2\i^oK) = ''^[ZiTilcy (l-Too)^^-^ ^ AB\(A-l){B-l){G,2-Goo)+ 
+{D - l)(Gri - Goo) + {A- iKG-zi - Goo)]- (59) 
where 
G22ib) = j dqidq2exp[-i{qi + q2).b\ /(gi)/(92)Ff (g i ,? ! )^ '^ -?! , "^a) 
(GO) 
G2i{b) = I dq^dq2 exp [-z(gi + q2).b\ f{qi)f{q2)FA{qi + q2)F^^\-qi, -QT) 
(61) 
Gu{b) = / dqidq2 exp [-i{q^ + g2).6] m)m)F!^\qi,q2)FBi-qi, -92) 
(62) 
and 
Gooib) = yd^'^qexp{-iq.b) f{q) FA{q)FB{^ (63) 
The two quantities Ft,{q) and Fj)^\q){u = A,B) in the above expressions are 
the one-and two-body form factors respectively: 
Fu{q)= / Pi/(f) exp{iq.r) df (64) 
Fl^\quq2) = / P?\ri,f2) exp[i{qi.fx + ^2-92)] df^ dfi- (65) 
Evahiation of the first term Fo whicli (k^jicnds upon the intrinsic groiuui 
state densities of projectile and target nuclei, is trivial. To evaluate the 
ground-state expectation value of ^2 we must know the intrinsic two-body 
(densities) form factors i^^M^i,92) of the two colloiding nuclei. These we 
obtain following the approach of Feshbach etal'^^'. The essential point of 
this approach is the jissuniption of u uiod(>l wavofunction 0 ^ in tornis of 
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which the intrinsic one-and two-body formfactors of the nucleus may, atleast 
approximately, be written as: 
Fiq) - o{<r)FM(fi) m 
and 
F^'\qi,q2) = eiqi + q^) F^^\q,,q,) (67) 
where F^ and F^ are the model one-and two-body form factors obtained 
from equation (64) and (65) by replacing the intrinsic densities by the model 
ones and 9 is the usual CM correlation correction factor'^^'. It is well known 
that when (J)M is chosen to be fully antisymmetric oscillator wavefunction, 
the above relations are exact and the factor 9{q) has the form: 
e{q) = expiq^ANa^) (68) 
where a^ is the oscillator constant and N is the number of nucleons in the 
nucleus. Unfortunately the harmonic oscillator model is not always adequate; 
however, it still seems reasonable to assume that the expression (68) provides 
a good approximation to the more realistic situation. 
Next, to account for the two-body correlations in nuclei we assume that 
the model two-body density may he written as: 
ftfiruf2) = PMifi)pM{f2) [1 - 9c(\fi - r2\)], (69) 
where 5c(I^i - ^2!) is the phenomenological correlation function. Following 
Chaumeaux et al'^°l, we further assume that g^ simulates both Pauli and tlio 
dynamical two-body correlations and is of sufficiently short range so that 
PM{'J^ varies little over its range. 
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Now using equations (66), (67) and (69) and keeping in mind the assumed 
short-iangc nature of gc, the intrinsic two-body form factor may be written 
asl2il: 
F^''\qu<h) = (K<h \ 'h) F>M{q\ \ q'i) (70) 
e{q,)0{q.,) •" 2 
where gd^l) and DM{q) are the Fourier transforms oigd'r) and pJir) respec-
tively, and have the same expressions as derived in reff^ "' 
The phenomenological (7r(r) should satisfy the following requirements. It 
umst be of sulUcieutly short range, become unity for r=0 to account for the 
hard core in the NN interaction and its volume integral must be zero. This 
hist retiuirement is to preserve the normalisation of PA/(ri,^2) so that its 
integral with respect to any of its coordinates equal the (model) one-body 
density. Clearly the generally used single Gaussian correlation function 
^c(r) = expi-P/b'') (71) 
with b as the correlation range does not satisfy the last requirement. One may 
still use the above correlation function provided one multiphes the right hand 
side of eqaution (69) by a normalisation constant No which is determined 
from the condition that ref.[7] 
/ lit{Tx,r,)dr,dr2^\ (72) 
Needless to say, this approach still sniffers from the weakness that the one co-
ordinate integration of pi/ (rij'Hz) does not give the model one-body density. 
However, if the correlation volume is sufficiently small, the error involved is 
also expected to be small. In any case, when the correlation function is given 
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by equation (71) t,hn iiormalisaMon (72) is pioforablo than using Ihc totally 
uimormalised two-body density. 
Another correlation function which possesses all the desired charoctoris-
tics including the one of its volume integral being zero may be written as: 
<j{r) . , ^ ^ , . ( a - ' cxp{-,i'r') - //' cxp{-h'r')) a > b (73) 
This has the drawback that it contains two parameters (a and b) about 
which we know little. Ahniad''^'' luis made calculations using the above para-
metrization also for a-nucleus scattering at intermediate energies. He found 
that effects of the ab()V(> parametrization (ecjuation (73)) on a-nucleus scat-
tering are essentially similar to those obtained with the parameterization 
given in equation (71). 
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Chapter 4: 
Results and Discussion 
30 
Following the approach outlined in chapter 3 we have performed calcu-
lations for « - a elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c. The inputs needed in the 
theory aie the NN amplitude and the '^He form factor, and the oscillator 
constant (a^). 
As pointed out in ref.[16], the better choice of the NN amphtude provides 
the bettor description of the elastic proton-'*//r- scattering at 1 GeV. Wo also 
use the same form of the NN amphtude as used in ref.[16]; 
-P'q 2 ..2 
.2(n-f 1) -I-
^•(2u 2M/2/ cr V [A(l - z p j r ' + ^(^7/4m)/ ^ ^ j ^^^ exp 
2 ,,2 
-Pi<i 
2(n + l) a.h] 
(74) 
where 
A -^ -^ ^ I -^ 2 A3 K_ . „ . 
"+' n(n ^ \ y n{n - 1) ^ (n - 2)(n - 1) ^ •-1.2 ^ ' 
with Ai=l 
The amphtude (74) has six adjustable parameters a, p, 0^, D^, 
Pa and /?j, the values of which are chosen under the conditions that (i) the 
optical theorem be valid, (ii) the ratio Re //v7v(0)//m//vA^(0) be equal to the 
experimental value, and (iii) the oxporiuicutal cltustic differential cross section 
and polarization data be correctly reproduced. The values of the parameters, 
of the NN amplitude (74) (Fl) which reproduces the above mentioned NN 
observables are given in Table 1 
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The results for the NN elastic scattering observables with the above set 
of parameters are presented in Figure 2(solid lines). For comparison, Figure 
2 also shows the results with one term term Gaussian parametrization of the 
NN amplitude. This comparison shows that the amplitude [74] provides a 
romarltfvblo iinprovomonts ovor tho nisults obtained with ono-tcrui Gaussian 
amplitude. 
Otluir iui)uts of our calculations arc the nuclear form-factor and the os-
cillation constant {a^). For computational simplicity we parametrize the 
i(Kluiio,d tmclcar form fuctoi its a sum of Gaussians: 
n^l^E^i^"'^"'. (76) 
J 
where Uj and bj are parameters, whose values are determined by fitting the 
charge form factor data oi^He after correcting for the finite size of the proton. 
The value of oscillator constant (Q^) is taken from ref.[22] Since in the '^Hc 
nucleus, proton and neutron densities can be taken equal to a good accuracy, 
we have used average values of the parameters of pp and pn amplitudes as 
listed above. Moreover, since the spin of '^He nucleus is zero, therefore in the 
calculations of a — a scatlcning the spin dependence of the NN amplitude 
may be dropped as the average over the target nucleon spins carried in the 
n- — a calculations nviuccs the si)in (i(^ p(>n(lent part JUS zero. 
The results with above consideration are presented in Figures 4-8. Figure 
3 shows the full Glauber series calculation of Usniani et al'^ '^ using the Monte-
Carlo method for evaluating multidimensional integrals and the one term 
Gaussian parametrization of the NN amplitude. The result shows that the 
full Glauber series calculations with realistic double Gaussian model for the 
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density of ^He nucleus fails in providing even satisfactory explanation of 
the experimental data at small values of momentum transfers. However, 
once we accept that the Glauber formalism is a reliable theoretical tool at 
uuHlium and high (nungi(«, tlu^ s(»u(-e of dose.n^pancy Ix'twiuni theory and 
experimental might be due to some other microscopic details of ^He nucleus. 
Here it may be noted that we, in this work, are not concerned with improving 
the full Glauber series calculations, rather we would pay attention on the use 
of the same reaction mechanism iis us(>d for i)roton-nucleus collisions, and 
see how the better choice of the NN amplitude affects the results of a - a 
scattering an com])ar(Ki to the one-term Gaussian NN amplitude;. Moreover, 
we are also interested to study the effects of the two body correlations and 
the phase variation in the NN amplitude on a -- a scattering. 
Figure 4 shows our results using the correlation expansion of the Gluaber 
amplitude in which we have considered terms upto the two-body correla-
tions. It is found that the theoretical predictions provide quite satisfactory 
explanation of the data upto </ < U.8(G'e\//c)''^. Beyond </'^  — U.8{G'e\//c)''', 
our results highly underestimate the experimental data as compared to the 
full Glauber series calculations. This shows the importance of higher-order 
correlations in the region of high momentiuu transfers. 
In order to see if the situation could be improved by using the better 
choice of the NN fuii])litMde, we hav(> used three (hlTerent pfuumetri/atiouK 
of the NN amplitude which are obtained from the amplitude (74) by taking 
(1) the constant (same) phase of the central-,and spin- dependent parts of 
the NN amplitude FI, (2) the different phase variations in the central-, and 
spin-dependent parts of the NN amplitude F2, and (3) the slope parameters 
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0^ and (5] as complex F3. As mentioned earlier the values of the parameters 
of the anii)litudo F2 and F3 arc also given in Table 1. The parameters of 
the above mentioned NN amplitudes are also obtained by fitting the elastic 
NN scattering observables at 1 GeV. Here it may be noted that these para-
mctrizations i)rovide an equivalent good fit (not shown) to the elastic NN 
scattering observables upto the available momentum transfers, and hence 
they can be considered as better choices of the NN amplitude as compared 
to the one-term Gaussian NN amplitude. The results for a — a scattering 
with these parametrizations are presented in Figure 5. It is found that a —a 
elastic scattering could distinguish between the various better choices of the 
NN amplitude; the one with different phase variations of the central and 
spin-dependent parts of the NN ampUtude (solid curve) seems to be better 
choice as compared to the other two parametrizations of the NN amplitude. 
Moreover, we now have a quite satisfactory explanation of the data upto 
q^ < 0.5(GeV/c)^ as compared to the one-term NN amphtude. 
The effects of phase variation in the NN ampHtude (74), carried out by 
nmltiplying it with the phase factor e"*''"' /^, are presented in Figure 6. Solid 
curve corresponds to no phase variation while the dashed curve corresponds 
to pluuse variation with 7 = \.2{GeV/c)~'^ rof (16). It is foimd that the pluuse 
variation with provides only a marginal improvement over the results with a 
constant phase. 
Figure 7 shows the effects of two body correlation on a - a elastic scatter-
ing at 7.0 GeV/c. The dashed curve corresponds to the optical hmit results 
while the soUd curve includes two body correlations also. It is found that 
two body correlations adds a sizeable contribution to the optical hmit re-
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suits throughout the range of momentum transfers. Finally, figure 8 shows 
the effects of the coloumb corrections in the a - a elastic scattering. It is 
found that the effects of the coloumb corrections are only marginal in the 
momentum range under consideration. 
To conclude, we thus find that om- analysis of the differential cross-section 
of 7.0 Gev/c a particles on ^He shows that the use of a better choice of the 
NN amplitude, in comparison with the one term Gaussian NN amphtude 
pushes the theory closer to the experiment. As regards the effects of the 
phase variation in the NN amplitude, we find that the same phase variation 
in the central and spin-dependent parts of the NN amplitude does not help in 
improving the theoretical situation. The effects of two-body correlations are 
quite important throughout the range of momentum transfers. The coloumb 
scattering, however, is not important in the momentum transfer range under 
considerations. 
Finally, it may be noted that the present analysis does not take into 
account the higher order correlation terms and the influence of A-propagation 
in the intermediate steps of the multiple scattering, which is found f^ '^ to play 
an important role in the scattering data. One hopes that the inclusion of the 
above effects may improve our theoretical predictions. 
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Figure captions: 
Figure 1 Relation between impact parameter b and the coordinates of the 
target nucleons. 
Figure 2 Calculations of p-N elastic scattering at 1.03 GeV: 
(a) differential cross section for pp scattering with experimental data from 
ref.[24]; (b) same as in (a), but for pn scattering with experimental data from 
ref.[25]; (c) polarization for pp scattering with experimental from ref.[24]; (d) 
same as in (c) , but for pn scattering. 
Figure 3 Calculations of "^He - ' ' He elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c taken 
from ref.[12] 
Figure 4 Calculations of '*//e -"* He elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c with 
one-term Gaussian form of NN amplitude. The data are taken from ref.[26]. 
Figure 5 Calculations of '^He - ' ' He elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c with 
three different parametrization Fl, F2, F3 (see text) of the NN amplitude; 
dashed curve corresponds to Fl,dotted curve corresponds to F2, and sohd 
curve corresponds to F3. 
Figure 6 Calculations oi^He-'^He elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c with the 
amplitude F3, Solid curve: no phase variation.Dashed curve: global phase 
variation. 
Figure 7 Calculations oi^He—^He elastic scattering at 7.0 GeV/c. Dashed 
curve: optical limit calculations. Solid curve: includes two-body correlations. 
Figure 8 Calculations of '•//r.-'* He. oliustic sc.uttdring at 7.0 G(>,V/c. DIWIHHI 
curve: no coulomb effects. Sohd curve: includes coulomb effects. 
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